Zone 2
Social Sciences & Univ. Extension

BLG NO   BUILDING NAME
2        MPAA BUILDING
3        EDUCATION
4        LAW SCHOOL
5        STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
6        STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 2
7        PUBLIC SERVICES
8        CEI
200      SOCIAL SCIENCE HALL
201      SOCIAL SCIENCE TOWER
202      SOCIAL SCIENCE LABORATORY
203      SOCIAL SCIENCE TRAILER
204      PHOENIX GRILLE
210      SOCIAL ECOLOGY I
211      SOCIAL SCIENCE PLAZA A
212      SOCIAL SCIENCE LECTURE HALL
213      SOCIAL SCIENCE PLAZA B
214      SOCIAL & BEHAV. SCIENCE
215      SOCIAL ECOLOGY II
221      GRAD. SCHOOL OF MANAG. SB2
222      GRAD. SCHOOL OF MANAG. SB1
230      DCE B
231      DCE A
232      DCE C
233      BANNING HOUSE
234      DCE D
236      DCE H
238      DCE ESL

★ ASSEMBLY AREA
★ INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 3
Engineering & ICS

BLDG NO   BUILDING NAME
302 INFORMATION & COMPUTER SCIENCE 1
303 ENGINEERING TOWER
304 INFORMATION & COMPUTER SCIENCE 2
305 ENGINEERING LECTURE HALL
306 ENGINEERING III
311 ROCKWELL ENGINEERING CENTER
312 COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
313 DISABILITY SERVICES CENTER
314 BREN HALL
315 INTERIM CLASSROOM FACILITY
317 ENGINEERING & COMPUTING TRAILER
319 INTERFAITH
321 ENGINEERING GATEWAY
322 ENGINEERING LABORATORY FACILITY
325 CAL (IT)
653 ANTEATER INSTRUCTIONAL & RESEARCH BUILDING (AIRB)

ASSEMBLY AREA
INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 4
Physical Sciences

BLDG NO   BUILDING NAME
400       ROWLAND HALL
401       REINES HALL
402       NATURAL SCIENCE UNIT II
403       PARKVIEW CLASSROOM
404       PHYSICAL SCIENCE HIGH BAY
411       PHYSICAL SCIENCE LECTURE HALL
413       PHYSICAL SCIENCE CLASSROOM
415       MSTB
417       CROUL HALL
423       ADMINISTRATIVE MODULARS
801       UNIVERSITY CLUB
897       GROUNDS BUILDING
899       BUILDING SERVICES

IN CASE OF EVACUATION - SEND RUNNER TO MSTB
ASSEMBLY AREA 5

ASSEMBLY AREA
INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 5
Biological Sciences

BLDG NO  BUILDING NAME
500  B.C.'s CAVERN ON THE GREEN
501  SCHNEIDERMAN LECTURE HALL
502  STEINHAUS HALL
503  MCGAUGH HALL
506  QUARESHEY RESEARCH LABORATORY
512  BONNEY RESEARCH LABORATORY
514  GREENHOUSE
515  BISON MODULAR
516  CENTER FOR THE NEUROBIOLOGY OF LEARNING
517  NATURAL SCIENCE I
519  BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES III
520  SCIENCE LIBRARY
521  KUCI RADIO STATION
522  ARTS COMP/ENGINEERING
523  HUMANITIES INTERIM CLASSROOM

★ ★ ASSEMBLY AREA
★ ★ INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 6
Humanities

BLDG NO  BUILDING NAME
600  KRIEGER HALL
601  HUMANITIES HALL
605  ANTEATER LEARNING PAVILION
610  HUMANITIES INSTRUCTIONAL
611  HUMANITIES GATEWAY

★ ASSEMBLY AREA
★ ★ INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 12
University Hills

★ INCIDENT COMMAND POST (ICP)
Zone 13
Arroyo Vista

ALL RESIDENTS

ASSEMBLY AREA
Zone 13
Campus Village

BLDG NO

★ ALL RESIDENTS

★ ASSEMBLY AREA
Zone 13
Middle Earth

RING ROAD
BLDG NO
517 Rohan    551 Isengard
519 Aldor    553 Lorien
525 Grey Havens    555 Hobbiton
527 Calmindon 521 Snowbourne
545 Misty Mountain 523 Gondolin
561 Mirkwood 557/559 New Building
547 The Shire
563 South Cape
549 Rivendell

PELENNOR FIELD
BLDG NO
509 Quenya    541 Balin
511 Shadowfox 543 Harrowdale
513 Elrond    565 Crickhollow
515 North Cape 567 Valimar
529 Housing Office 569 Evenstar
533 Pippin Commons 571 Oakenshield
535 Northlands
537 Woodhall
539 Whispering Woods

ASSEMBLY AREA
Zone 13
Palo Verde
BLDG NO
1100 -6300
3  8100-8800
9  7000-7600

ASSEMBLY AREA